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Works Cited Guide

Note: When creating a Works Cited page, cite your works alphabetically. If an entry takes more than one line, all lines are indented five spaces underneath the first line. All entries are double spaced.

Do not type in bold print; the samples in bold below are included to indicate different types of entries, such as books with two authors, online articles, etc.

Example (magazine article):

Author: last name, f° name                         Title                         Magazine    Vol. © date    pages

Works Cited

Book with two authors:

Book with no author:

Book with one author:

Book with an editor:

Article or chapter in a reference book:
Article or chapter in a multi-reference book:


Encyclopedia:

Encyclopedia with unsigned entries:

Magazine article:

Online article in a database (peer reviewed journal/magazine):

Online article (difficult to locate) with URL added (author unknown):


Electronic book with print publication data:


21 May 2009.

Other Media

DVD.